
SKITS-O-FRANTIC 
People are going to think you’re crazy!    

 
 

This is a game designed to make you laugh. Hard. It’s brought to you by the demented minds of 

Buckhead Buddies, LLC.  It’s meant to be raunchy and raucous…like every adult party should be.   
 

* Host, put some junk in a box. Clothes, toys, novelties, whatever. Require anyone playing to donate an item into 

the ‘prop box’. 

 
BASIC RULES (you damn well better read this section aloud) 

If you didn’t bring an item specifically for the prop box, even if the host forgot to mention to bring an item (hint-
hint), then you must supply one item that you have on you to go into the prop box. Yes…have fun with this. 
   
The person who has the most tattoos is Captain One. The person with the biggest boobs is Captain Two (which 
isn’t necessarily a woman either, is it guys?) If you have more than 4 people and you should, it’s a party damn it… 
then you can pick more captains if you want. The longest middle finger, the person without underwear, who’s 
drank the most already…you get the idea. Now pick sides. They don’t have to be even or fair. Just have teams of 
two or more. 
    
In your game box, there are three stacks of 99 cards each. Keep them that way. Pull them out of the box. Place on 
the table. OMG, really! Still reading this section? It’s a card game. You know what to do. 
   

TO START    
Place a black trimmed stack, blue trimmed stack, and a red trimmed stack all face down.  Now, Captain Two’s (Big 
Boobs) team goes first. Delegate a performer. The performer draws 1 card from each pile. Only the performer 
should see them. If they can’t remember the order, just remember this riddle. What is Black and Blue and Red all 
over…a ginger getting beat up, a newspaper with ketchup on it. Get it? Yeah us neither, but it’s to help you 
remember the order. In a timed 90 second skit, and using any prop they can from your prop box, the performer is 
trying to get their team members to guess who they are, how they are, and where they are. For the example 
below, Team Big Boobs must yell guesses until time runs out, or they guess that the performer is a Horny George 
Washington in a Lighthouse (during a violent storm): 
 
 

 



  
 
 
GAMEPLAY 
Turn on the timer app on your Smartphone (if anyone on your team has a flip phone, they aren’t allowed to speak 
for 10 minutes – seriously…and get a new phone). Make sure the prop box is full and accessible! Every time your 
team guesses correctly, you get to hold onto the red trimmed card. Keep them in a pile off to the side.      
 
OBJECT 
The object of the game is to have fun but if you’re still reading this, then you take winning seriously.    

 

REMEMBER    
To be successful, team members must guess all 3 cards. Who you are, how you feel and where you are (including 
the descriptions). Guessing correctly gets you the red trimmed card. First team to get 10 red trimmed cards wins. 
Once the timer is started, you can act like, sound like, sing like, hum like, look like, dance like…anything and 
anyway you can think of to get your team to guess who and what you are doing (while staying in character). 
Teammates can ask questions of you, and you can answer (again while in remaining in character) without saying 
the words on the card or using that damn “sounds like” rhyming technique.    
 
When the timer goes off, the guessing for your team is done; your turn is over. Your team sucks, so now the other 
teams get a chance to guess. If they can guess (one guess per team) correctly, they steal the red trimmed card and 
it’s their turn.    
 

OK, YOU WON 
Return all items out of the prop box. Set up another SKITS-O-FRANTIC Game Night at someone’s house on the losing 

team(s).   

 
SUPPLIES  
Stacks of Cards (3)  
Rules Insert  
Countless Hours of Fun   

 
SOME WTF RULES (add them on for even spicier game play)   
If someone on the competing teams yells SKITS-O-FRANTIC (probably because it looks like they might lose the 

round), the opposing actor must give all remaining clues silently. Each team can yell it once per hour. Don’t waste 
it, but don’t lose it either.    
 
Come on, we’ve done most of the work here, have fun. There are probably thousands of fun ways to change the 
game play. Got a good idea? Post it on our webpage.  
 
 
 
 

www.skitsofrantic.com 


